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August 15, 2003

Ed. Dept. Defends Campus Free 
Speech
By Steve Jordahl, correspondent 

Civil rights office sends a letter to colleges that should help Christian 
students across the country.

The U.S. Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) is 
telling colleges across America that they cannot silence the religious 
views of students. Conservatives hail it as a victory for free speech. 

Twenty-year-old Bobbijo Dalton is the picture of college independence. 
But her Gothic look and piercings can't conceal a heart that beats for 
Jesus. She is determined to speak her mind on campus. 

"If they have a problem about what I'm saying about Christ, then that's 
their problem," Dalton said. "This is something people need to hear." 

But, too often, Christian speech has been described as hateful or 
offensive and censored by colleges citing rules from the very same 
Office for Civil Rights. But the OCR is now challenging many colleges' 
interpretations of Education Department rules. Gregg Lukianoff's 
organization, FIRE — the Foundation for Individual Rights in 
Education -- has brought several lawsuits against those schools. 

"For years, universities have been using OCR regulations as an 
excuse to not just allow rules that banned all offensive speech but that 
would actually require universities to pass rules that ban offensive 
speech of any kind," Lukianoff said. 

He added that the policy change might reduce lawsuits. 
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"It signals a new day in free speech rights for students," he said. 

Rick Parsons, a spokesman for the Young America's Foundation, isn't 
as optimistic.

"Hopefully, (colleges won't) put this right in the shedder when they 
receive it," said Parsons, who added that colleges routinely target 
conservative speech. 

"I would suspect that some universities may change their policies 
towards speech codes, others they might think about it and probably 
just ignore it until they're really caught doing something horrible." 

FIRE is suing two schools, alleging violation of a student's free speech 
rights. In one situation, a student posted a flier announcing an event 
featuring a conservative African American writer. Some students 
gathered in the college commons asked him to remove the flier and 
then called the police when he refused. 

Both schools said the flyers were offensive and refused to allow them 
to be posted. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
The FIRE Web site contains information on challenges to academic 
freedom on campus. 

The U.S. Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights Web page 
has information about discrimination in education.

(NOTE: Referral to Web sites not produced by Focus on the Family is 
for informational purposes only and does not necessarily constitute an 
endorsement of the sites' content.) 

You can receive family news stories by e-mail. Sign up now for 
this complimentary service. 
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